
To the President of the Association 
Chamber of arbitration 

for the trading of hides, skins and leather 

Via Brisa n. 3 

20123 Milan MI 
 

Subject: Application / confirmation for membership of the Association (legal persons / companies) 
 

The company/body _________________________, domiciled in _________________________, fiscal code 

_________________________, VAT registration number _________________________, e-mail 

_________________________, PEC _________________________, category (e.g. tannery/trader/agent..) 

_________________________, in the person of legal representative _________________________, born in 

_________________________, on ___/___/___, fiscal code, _________________________, e-mail 

_________________________, 

********** 

- In the light of the of the Statute and the Regulations of the Association taking and accepting them 
integrally and unconditionally; 

- accepting that any notification related to the Association is also sent only to the email address indicated 
above; 

- committing itself to the payment of the registration fee and to the annual membership fee as decided by 
the Assembly of the Association; 

CALLS FOR / CONFIRMS 

to be enrolled in the Association on the address as an actual member, for the current year and for the 
following year. 

COMMUNICATES 

that its own legal representative above mentioned 

□ is interested in being included in the Association arbitrator’s register 

□ is interested in being included in the register of arbitrators of the Association 

STATES 

to have provided for the payment of the membership fee which is equal to € 150 (or to the different fee 
established by the assembly) and which will be returned in case of non-acceptance of the application by the 
competent association bodies. 

Place __________ Date__________       Signature 

   __________________ 

 

Annex: statement certifying receipt of the membership fee on current account payable to: Camera Arbitrale 
Pelli - Credit Agricole - Cariparma IBAN Code: IT73U0623001627000046010148 

 Acquisition of data subject's consent to the processing of personal data. 

The undersigned, having acknowledged the information and the privacy policy of the Association, 
communicates its consent to the processing of personal data for the performance of the Association's 
activities. 

Place____________Date___________ 

SIGNATURE of person concerned 

              (Subject to whom the data refer)  


